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Fig 1: Two missions plnnning of AREX 

Asteroid Resource Exploration Plan (AREX)

AREX is the first interplanetary plan of Shanghai 

Engineering Center for Microsatellites （SECM） for 

fine mapping, surveying of planetary resources, 

exploring of internal structure of asteroid in a low 

cost way, which could drive the future asteroid 

mining as well as resource utilization mission.

The AREX consists of two mission:

Preliminary mission: Technology Test and

Verification Pathfinder.

Final mission: Sample and Return Mission（CAS

level mission).

Fig 3: Mission Concept

Mission phase

On the Pathfinder’s 1.5-year primary science

phase, the micro-spacecraft begin to approach the

target asteroid from a distance of 100000 km for

determining shape and pole position. Then, km-

distance level flyby trajectories are designed to

estimate the mass and rough gravitational field by

ground tracking. Global topography and mapping

are completed through progressively lower flyby

trajectories
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 Two Missions of AREX

Pathfinder launch vehicle and orbit

The Pathfinder plans to send a micro-spacecraft

with two CubeSats within 500 kg for orbiting and

landing on a near-Earth asteroid. In order to

reduce the mission budget, the micro-spacecraft

is piggybacked to a Geostationary Transfer Orbit

as the secondary payload on the Long March 3

Rocket, then, injects into the desired heliocentric

trajectory by multiple lunar flybys.

Fig 2: the micro-spacecraft and Cubsats ( Left), low-cost trajectory(Mid, right)

Cubsats

CubeSats carry some science payloads to perform

specific tasks, at the meantime, reduce the risk

and constraints of the AREX. CubeSat I operates to

collect data for reconnaissance task. CubeSat II

lands on the surface of asteroid in free fall and

carries in-situ payloads for high-resolution surface

images, temperature gradient, chemical

composition, etc.

Fig 4: CubSats and operation mode
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